Update 3 PowerPoint:
Click the picture icon to add a picture from your file. Where you see [insert ____ name], remove
the bracket and text and replace it with the specified text.
Slide 1 (Intro Slide): Add the calf’s name wherever you see [calf name]. Follow the directions in
the notes section under the slide and add a picture or video of the calf in the designated area.
Slide 2 (Calf Update): Add the calf’s name and birthday at the top of the screen. Update two is
three months after update two, therefore give the calf’s six-month height and weight and show
pictures of the calf at six months old.
Slide 3 (Health & Protection): Add the calf’s name and insert a picture or video to show she is
happy and healthy. Don’t forget to replace the brackets of text with your name and the calf’s
name.
Slide 4, 5, & 6 (Diet & Housing): CHOOSE A SLIDE: There are three different options to choose
from – dry lot with shelter and heifer grain, pasture and heifer grain, and a heifer barn and
heifer TMR. Choose the slide that best represents your farm and delete the other two slides.
Feel free to change the information as it best suites your farm. Add a picture of the calf’s
housing on the left and two photos of its diet on the right.
Slide 7 (Dam’s Update): Insert a picture or a video of the dam and change the bracketed text to
her name. If you have your own ultrasound you would like to include, feel free.
Slide 8 (Calf’s Future): Add a picture of your pre-fresh pen on the left and a picture of a cow
having a calf or with a newborn calf on the right. Change any of the wording so that it better fits
your farm.
Slide 9, & 10 (Calf’s Future pt. 2): CHOOSE A SLIDE: There are two different options to choose
from – milking parlor and stanchion milkers. Choose the slide that best represents your farm
and delete the other slide. Insert a picture of the cow being milked on the left and one of your
bulk tank or milk truck on the right.
Slide 11 (Farm Fun): Use this slide to share your family and other animals or pets on the farm.
Adjust the paragraph to include who is in your photos.
Slide 12 (Closing Slide): Add a picture or a video to the slide and add the calf’s name.
Slide 13 (Arial Photo): Add a picture of your family and your farm’s name.
Congrats! You just finished your calf’s third and final update PowerPoint!
Check your work: Don’t forget to change the words inside of [Brackets]!

